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expected Mollow triplet features (Fig. 4A). At
drive powers much lower than the relaxation rate
ΩR/2p ≤ 5 MHz, the fluorescence spectrum displays a double-peak structure split by ~15 MHz
(see Fig. 4B). This observation is a clear signature of the effective exchange interaction J between the two qubits mediated by virtual photons.
The observed splitting is slightly larger than the
expected value 2J/2p = g1/2p ≈ 13 MHz, which is
consistent with theory predicting the splitting to
be larger than 2J in transmission and smaller in
reflection (23).
Our results present compelling evidence of
strong interaction effects between two superconducting qubits separated by as much as a full
wavelength l ~ 18.6 mm in an open 1D environment. The observation of these effects presents
opportunities to explore decoherence-free subspaces
and entanglement over long distances in open environments and could lead to exciting applications
in quantum communication technology.
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Relaxation Mechanism
of the Hydrated Electron
Madeline H. Elkins,1 Holly L. Williams,1 Alexander T. Shreve,2 Daniel M. Neumark1,3*
The relaxation dynamics of the photoexcited hydrated electron have been subject to conflicting
interpretations. Here, we report time-resolved photoelectron spectra of hydrated electrons in a
liquid microjet with the aim of clarifying ambiguities from previous experiments. A sequence
of three ultrashort laser pulses (~100 femtosecond duration) successively created hydrated
electrons by charge-transfer-to-solvent excitation of dissolved anions, electronically excited these
electrons via the s→p transition, and then ejected them into vacuum. Two distinct transient signals
were observed. One was assigned to the initially excited p-state with a lifetime of ∼75 femtoseconds,
and the other, with a lifetime of ∼400 femtoseconds, was attributed to s-state electrons just
after internal conversion in a nonequilibrated solvent environment. These assignments support
the nonadiabatic relaxation model.
he hydrated electron eaq– is a species of
fundamental interest in the chemistry of
water. It has been implicated in phenomena ranging from aerosol nucleation to radiation
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damage in DNA (1). As the simplest quantum
solute, with only a single electronic degree of freedom, it has been the focus of many experimental
and theoretical studies over the years (2–4). None-
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theless, many of its key attributes remain controversial. For example, the standard picture (5) of an
electron residing in a cavity of radius ∼2.4 Å has
been repeatedly questioned (6). Another unresolved
issue concerns the relaxation mechanism of eaq–
subsequent to electronic excitation. This mechanism, which represents a subtle interplay between
solute-solvent interactions and electronically nonadiabatic dynamics, is of critical importance in
hydrated electron chemistry and radiation biology,
given that excited states of eaq– are considerably
more reactive than its ground state (7). The relaxation dynamics of eaq– upon excitation have been
studied in bulk water by using transient absorption (TA) (8–10) and resonance Raman spectroscopy (11). Complementary studies have also
been carried out in size-selected water cluster
anions by using time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES) (12). In this work, we connect
these very disparate experimental techniques using
TRPES of hydrated electrons in liquid water microjets in order to resolve key questions regarding
the relaxation mechanism of eaq–.
The hydrated electron has a characteristic
electronic spectrum peaking at 720 nm that is
attributed to excitation from its ground s-state to
a manifold of excited p-states within the solvent
cavity (13). The proposed relaxation mechanism
after s→p excitation is shown in Fig. 1. It comprises solvent relaxation in the p-state, p→s
internal conversion (IC), and solvent relaxation
in the s-state. These three processes are characterized by time constants tp, tIC, and ts. In TA
experiments by Barbara and coworkers (8), the
s→p transition was excited with a femtosecond
pump pulse, and the resulting dynamics were followed by the absorption of a broadband femtosecond probe pulse. Three time scales of 50 to
80 fs, 200 to 400 fs, and ~1.1 ps were identified
and have been largely reproduced by other laboratories (9, 10). However, the assignment of
these lifetimes to particular physical phenomena
has been a matter of some debate. Two basic models (Fig. 1) are proposed: the “adiabatic” model
and the “nonadiabatic” model (2). The adiabatic
model assigns the rapid time scale (50 to 80 fs) to
tp, the intermediate time scale to tIC, and the
slow time scale to ts. Alternatively, the nonadiabatic model assigns the fastest observable time
scale to tIC and the slower two to ts. From TA
alone, one cannot easily distinguish between the
two models, and differing theoretical treatments
have favored both models (14, 15).
TRPES of anionic water clusters (H2O)n–,
provides a different perspective on hydrated electron relaxation dynamics (16–19). In these experiments, the excess electron is electronically
excited with a femtosecond pump pulse and
then photodetached with a femtosecond probe

pulse. The resulting time-dependent photoelectron spectra show a transient feature clearly associated with the cluster excited state and directly
yield tIC at each cluster size. These experiments
show that tIC decreases from 190 to 60 fs with
increasing cluster size up to 200 water molecules.
Extrapolating this trend to the bulk (n→∞) limit
implies tIC ~ 60 fs for eaq–. This trend suggests
that the fastest time constant seen in the TA experiments corresponds to tIC, which is consistent
with the nonadiabatic relaxation model (Fig. 1).
The validity of this conclusion depends on
whether water cluster anions are in fact gas-phase
analogs of eaq–, which is a subject of considerable discussion (2, 20, 21). Recent experiments
on liquid water microjets (22) have tested this
correspondence directly by using photoelectron
spectroscopy to measure the vertical detachment
energy (VDE) of ground state hydrated electrons
in liquid jets (23–26). The value obtained, 3.3 to
3.5 eV, agrees well with the extrapolated VDE obtained from photoelectron spectra of water cluster anions (18, 27, 28) and raises the question of
whether the cluster dynamics will also extrapolate to an observable bulk quantity. We report
TRPES experiments on liquid water jets that directly yield the p-state lifetime of eaq–, resolving
which of the two models in Fig. 1 is more appropriate. Our results provide the missing link between
the time-resolved water cluster anion experiments
and the TA work on bulk hydrated electrons.
The principle of the experiment, in which three
femtosecond laser pulses interact with a liquid
water jet, is outlined in Fig. 2 and in Eq. 1:
hn1 ,Dt12
A−ðaqÞ → AðaqÞ þ e−ðaqÞ ðsÞ
hn2 ,Dt23
hn3
e−ðaqÞ ðsÞ → e−ðaqÞ ð pÞ → e−ðvacÞ ð1Þ

The first pulse, hn1, is centered at 239 nm and
generates hydrated electrons via charge transfer
to solvent (CTTS) excitation of a precursor anion;
results are reported here for a 100 mM solution
of I –, but identical results were obtained by using
Fe(CN)64–. The time (Dt12) between hn1 and the
pump pulse hn2 (800 nm, 1.55 eV, and 85 fs) is
held at 200 ps so as to ensure a population of
equilibrated, ground-state hydrated electrons (29).
The pump pulse lies within the s→p absorption

band and excites an electron to the p-state manifold. The probe pulse hn3 (266 nm, 4.65 eV, and
125 fs) then detaches the electron to vacuum. The
resulting photoelectron kinetic energy (eKE) distribution is measured as a function of Dt23. Because TRPES measures the energy of populated
states relative to vacuum, electrons ejected from
the p-state will have higher eKE than those
ejected from the s-state, which enables us to distinguish between them. The experimental set-up
comprises a liquid jet source described elsewhere
(25, 30), a 1-kHz femtosecond laser system, and
a magnetic bottle electron spectrometer (26, 31).
Shown in Fig. 3 are TRPE spectra using two
background subtraction schemes. The eKE scale
is corrected for the liquid jet streaming potential
as described previously (30, 32). The photoelectron spectrum is shown in Fig. 3A, with the
individual one-color contributions from hn1 and
hn3 subtracted from the three-pulse spectra. Each
ultraviolet beam causes a delay-invariant twophoton signal from detachment of the precursor
anion, which we treat as background. A shortlived transient feature above 2.0 eV and a broad,
intense feature centered at 1.2 eV are shown in
Fig. 3A. The latter corresponds to a VDE (=hn3 –
1.2 eV) of 3.45 eV and is readily assigned to detachment from the s-state of eaq– on the basis
of previous work (23–26). Recent experiments
(33, 34) suggest that the escape depth in liquid
water for photoelectrons in this eKE range (1 to
3 eV) is at least 5 nm, which is approximately
a factor of 20 larger than the cavity radius of
eaq–. These results imply that the detached electrons seen here are not predominantly sampled
from the jet surface.
The result of subtracting the (hn1 + hn3) twopulse spectrum from the three-pulse spectrum is
shown in Fig. 3B at each delay time. These difference spectra show how the photoelectron signal changes with the addition of the pump pulse,
hn2. Here, positive signal is induced by hn2, whereas negative-going signal represents depletion by
hn2. The depleted signal overlaps the groundstate feature in Fig. 3A. The positive signal in
Fig. 3B exhibits a shoulder from 2.3 to 2.6 eV at
the earliest delays that disappears within 100 fs.
By 230 fs (Fig. 3B, green trace), the signal has
evolved into a smaller transient feature peaking

Fig. 1. Proposed relaxation mechanism of the
electronically excited hydrated electron. Initial
p-state solvent relaxation
is followed by IC and then
s-state solvent relaxation.
Adiabatic (left) and nonadiabatic (right) models
differ primarily in tIC.
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around 1.7 eV that continues to decay and shift
toward lower eKE on a significantly longer time
scale. The early-time behavior of the shoulder at
high eKE can be more readily discerned by subtracting the curve at 230 fs from those at earlier
times. The result, shown in Fig. 3C, is a peak
centered around 2.5 eV.
To gain further insight into these dynamics,
integrated signal is shown in Fig. 4 as a function
of delay over three energy intervals indicated in
Fig. 3A. Data are shown as points, and the solid
lines are fitting functions. These regions are well
fit by a simple, sequential three-step mechanism
t1
t2
(I →
II →
III), with time constants t1 = 75 T 20 fs
and t2 = 410 T 40 fs. In Fig. 4, the blue curve is
associated with I in the mechanism, red with II,
and green with III. The fitting functions for each
step in the mechanism are a convolution of the
measured pump-probe cross-correlation (115 fs),
with the kinetic rate equation for each step
(supplementary text).
The blue curve in Fig. 4 corresponds to eKEs
separated from the ground-state feature by ∼hn2
and is assigned to the initially excited p-state.
The green curve indicates that the ground state is

Fig. 2. Energy diagram of experiment. Three
femtosecond laser pulses interact with the liquid jet.

initially depleted by the pump pulse but that its
population recovers as the p-state relaxes. The
existence of an intermediate state II is inferred
from the observation that ground-state recovery
is noticeably slower than decay of the blue curve.
With reference to Fig. 1, state II can be assigned
either to p-state signal subsequent to solvent relaxation in the excited state, or to s-state signal
just after IC, in which the electron is surrounded
by a vibrationally excited, nonequilibrium distribution of solvent molecules. This assignment
determines whether the decay of the blue signal
in Fig. 4 corresponds to relaxation within the
p-state or to IC to the s-state.
The latter assignment is supported by several
factors. First, as shown in Fig. 3A, the energy interval corresponding to feature II falls on the higheKE edge of the ground-state spectrum but clearly
lies within the eKE range of the ground state, just
where one would expect to see a contribution from
vibrationally hot s-state signal. A close examination of Fig. 3B suggests that for Dt12 ≥ 230 fs,
the pump-induced signal shifts toward lower eKE
as it loses intensity, as one might expect for signal associated with solvent relaxation on the
ground state.
Moreover, assigning the red signal to the relaxed p-state signal would indicate an energy
shift of around –0.8 eV within the p-state subsequent to photoexcitation, as seen from the difference between the blue and red energy windows
and the data in Fig. 3B. Quantum-classical molecular dynamics simulations of hydrated electron
pump-probe signal using various electron-water
pseudopotentials do not support such a large energy shift (6, 14); instead, they find the p-state
energy remains nearly constant, whereas the s-state
energy exhibits large fluctuations. It thus appears
more reasonable to attribute the decay of the
blue signal I to IC, and the decay (recovery) of
the red (green) signal to solvent relaxation on
the s-state subsequent to IC. This assignment
then yields t1 = tIC = 75 T 20 fs, whereas t2 =
ts = 410 T 40 fs represents the time constant for
solvent relaxation subsequent to IC.

Our value of 75 T 20 fs for tIC supports the
nonadiabatic relaxation mechanism shown in
Fig. 1, apparently resolving the ambiguity from
the TA experiments (which yielded similar time
constants). Moreover, this value is remarkably
consistent with the extrapolated tIC of 60 fs obtained from size-selected water cluster anions,
suggesting that both the relaxation dynamics and
the VDEs for water cluster anions can be extrapolated to bulk values. The data as interpreted here
also yield a measurement of the VDE for the
p-state of the hydrated electron, 2.2 T 0.2 eV,
taking the center of the eKE distribution in Fig.
3C to be 2.5 eV.
We next considered whether our results show
any evidence for p-state relaxation. Our more
recent work on water cluster anions showed the
p-state photoelectron signal shifting to lower eKE
on the same time scale as IC, implying that these
two processes occur in parallel (18). Similar dynamics are suggested here by Fig. 3C, which
shows the early-time signal shifting toward lower
eKE as it disappears. However, this p-state signal
overlaps the hot s-state signal, which is shifting
in the same direction, so the trend in Fig. 3C
should be viewed with caution. We do not see
evidence for the slowest time constant (1.1 ps)
seen in the TA experiments, possibly because relatively few data points were taken at long time
delays.
The experiments presented here open up the
possibility of tracking solvated electron dynamics in methanol and other solvents, in which similar mechanistic issues have been raised from TA
experiments (35). Furthermore, with differing excitation schemes (36) it should be possible to
probe the relaxation dynamics of prehydrated and
conduction-band electrons in liquid water jets. These
electrons are more highly excited and delocalized
than are the p-state electrons probed here, and
their energetics and dynamics have been investigated but are not as well-characterized (37–39).
Hence, TRPES in liquid jets offers considerable
potential for unraveling electron dynamics in water
and other solvents.

Fig. 3. Time-resolved photoelectron spectra. The plots show three-pulse spectra from which (A) the contribution from each one color spectrum has been
subtracted and (B) the (hn1 + hn3) two-color spectrum has been subtracted. (C) Spectra from (B) at early times, showing curve at 167 fs subtracted.
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Fig. 4. Integrated intensity as a
function of delay over three
eKE intervals. Colors are the
same as in Fig. 3A.
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Dynamical Resonances Accessible
Only by Reagent Vibrational Excitation
in the F + HDYHF + D Reaction
Tao Wang,1* Jun Chen,1* Tiangang Yang,1 Chunlei Xiao,1† Zhigang Sun,1† Long Huang,1
Dongxu Dai,1 Xueming Yang,1,2† Dong H. Zhang1,2†
Experimental limitations in vibrational excitation efficiency have previously hindered investigation of how
vibrational energy might mediate the role of dynamical resonances in bimolecular reactions. Here,
we report on a high-resolution crossed-molecular-beam experiment on the vibrationally excited
HD(v = 1) + F → HF + D reaction, in which two broad peaks for backward-scattered HF(v′ = 2 and 3)
products clearly emerge at collision energies of 0.21 kilocalories per mole (kcal/mol) and 0.62 kcal/mol
from differential cross sections measured over a range of energies. We attribute these features to excited
Feshbach resonances trapped in the peculiar HF(v′ = 4)–D vibrationally adiabatic potential in the
postbarrier region. Quantum dynamics calculations on a highly accurate potential energy surface
show that these resonance states correlate to the HD(v′ = 1) state in the entrance channel and therefore
can only be accessed by the vibrationally excited HD reagent.
olecular vibrations have profound effects on chemical reactivity. Early studies
on atom-diatom reactions led to the
establishment of the Polanyi rules, which state
that vibrational energy is more efficient than translational energy in promoting a late-barrier reaction,

M

whereas the reverse is true for an early barrier reaction (1). Crim, Zare, and co-workers later observed great enhancements of reactivity in the
late-barrier H + H2O/HOD/D2O reactions by reagent vibrational excitation (2–5), based on theoretical predictions made by Schatz and co-workers
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(6). More recently, experimental and theoretical
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of the rules for polyatomic systems involving CH4
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Most notably, Liu and co-workers carried out extensive experimental investigations on the dynamics of the F/Cl + CHD3 reactions with preliminary
CH stretching excitation, and their unexpected observations presented strong challenges to theory
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Reactive resonances, transiently trapped quantum states along the reaction coordinate in the
transition-state region of a chemical reaction, have
also occupied a central place in reaction dynamics research over the past few decades (16–19),
particularly in the context of F + H2/HD reactions
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